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Agent based process management : applying
intelligent agents to workflow

P.D.O’Brien and W.E.Wiegand

Abstract

This paper presents an Agent-based Process Management System (APMS) architecture that combines
recent developments in autonomous agent technology and distributed computing platforms. It argues
that a service-oriented view is required in order to meet the requirements of open distributed
enterprises, now and in the future. This approach embraces and fully supports the decentralisation of
responsibility and local autonomy, within and across enterprises.

The paper begins by summarising existing approaches to workflow. It describes the APMS approach
which extends workflow with the abilities to anticipate process requirements, to resource processes
dynamically, and to adapt to exceptions. An important feature of APMS is the absence of a centralised
business process representation.

Finally, the paper describes an implementation of the APMS architecture, and discusses the engineering
issues related to realising such a system within a large organisation.

1. Introduction

Organisations increasingly are becoming distributed. The globalisation of trade, flattening of traditional
management structures, and the advent of networked end-user computing all have influenced the shape of the
modern organisation. Agent-based process management systems (APMS) combine the latest distributed
computing techniques with autonomous software agent technology, to provide a solution to the problems of
managing the distributed organisations of the next millennium. APMS represent an extension to the capabilities
of existing workflow management systems.

This paper outlines the motivation for using agent technology for business process management and the key
benefits of adopting such an approach. It describes how APMS take a service-oriented view of a business
process and how they build upon the latest techniques from distributed computing and intelligent systems
techniques,  and utilise software agents to bring on-line aspects of service provision. This approach embraces
and fully supports the decentralisation of responsibility and local autonomy, within and across enterprises.
Example APMS are given from project ADEPT and project BeaT.

1.1. Background

The 1980’s saw a radical change in how organisations were managed and structured. The expansion and
liberalisation of international  markets resulted in the delayering and  downsizing of organisations.
Traditional hierarchical, bureaucratic structures [1,2] were replaced with decentralised and semi-
autonomous business units. Organisations saw their markets grow internationally and increasingly
become geographically distributed.

Structural change was accompanied by new management philosophies such as total quality management
(TQM) [3]. This represented an ideological shift from a product driven focus to one which was  more
customer driven, placing increased emphasis on  the quality of service received by customers. Such
changes gave rise to the concept of the  horizontal organisation  [4] where an organisations focus was
less on functional units or departments, and more on core business processes. Business processes
crossed departmental boundaries and were structured with regards to an overall business objective.
Horizontal organisations shifted the emphasis from managing up and down hierarchies to managing
across organisations.

A new breed of software, co-ordination software [5] was developed to support the need for cross
organisational management. This included computer supported co-operative working, group-ware, and



workflow. Co-ordination software enabled the linking of different applications from various
departments in support of a single business objective. This software crossed the traditional departmental
boundaries and integrated diverse activities in support of a single business goal. Workflow is the breed
of  technology developed to specifically manage business processes.

1.2. Existing Workflow Systems

Workflow is the  implementation and automation of a particular business process. A workflow
management system (WMS) is the software which automates the co-ordination and control of tasks
during business process execution, [6].

WMS represent one of the key enabling technologies that supports the management of distributed
business processes across an organisation. The workflow approach helps to separate the business logic
represented by a business process from the underlying information systems which support that process.
This separation allows business processes to be designed without requiring major changes to be made to
the underlying computing infrastructure. Workflow automates the enactment of business processes,
improving the speed and efficiency of an organisation.

Different WMS exists to suit different types of business process, these have been classified into
administrative, ad-hoc, production and collaborative workflow, [5,7,8].

• Administrative workflow systems  involve repetitive, predictable processes with simple task co-
ordination rules. Examples of administrative workflows would be routing documents with in an
organisation, which involves standardised tasks, tightly linked, and performed regularly.

• Ad-hoc workflow  systems involve more human co-ordination where both process and information
are relatively unstructured. An example would be a sales process which can be relatively
unstructured and which becomes structured during the execution of the business process. In a sales
process decisions can be made during its execution which will determine subsequent tasks.  Ad-hoc
workflow systems rely heavily on human involvement in controlling and co-ordinating tasks.

• Production workflow systems handle complex business processes which are more critical to an
enterprise. These typically  involve some form of transaction processing  and require accessing
multiple information systems.  This would include processes such as customer handling  and
exception handling processes.

• Collaborative workflow supports business critical processes which are less structured and more
suited to collaborative working technologies such as Lotus Notes. This is where the group working
technologies overlap with the workflow market.

The main differentiating factor between these types of WMS is the structure of the processes and the
complexity of the tasks. The process structure ranges from simple linear processes to processes with a
high degree of concurrency, decision points, and dependencies between tasks. Task complexity
indicates the degree of management  functionality required by the WMS, and points to the
sophistication of the information systems which support the tasks. However, despite this WMS still
cover a relatively small number of typical business processes. Extending the range of WMS so they can
be applied to less structured, more complex business processes requires the reassessment of WMS
functionality.

1.3. Limitations of Workflow

WMS have certain limitations that need to be addressed if they are to be applied more successfully and
to more business processes.  WMS at present are ideal for managing business processes which are fully
dimensioned and where all logical paths have been carefully considered in detail and fully described,
however, not all business processes are like this. In commercial environments decisions are not always
clear cut but involve the balancing of various vested interests and business policies, and resource levels
can change. Such business processes highlight a number of shortcomings in existing workflow
management systems [9]. They lack:

• Reactivity: Workflow management systems require an a priori representation of a business process
and all potential deviations from that process.



• Semantics: Many workflow management systems lack an appreciation of the content of a business
process and do not make decisions based on the nature of the information generated by a business
process.

• Resource management: Workflow management systems do not control the resourcing of a business
process and so rely on a business process being dimensioned beforehand.

• Heterogeneity: Workflow management systems tend to take a centralised view with a single
workflow management engine that does not operate across multiple-server platforms or multiple
client operating systems.

1.4. Agent-Based Process Management Systems

 Creation Provisioning Enactment

 Workflow

 APMS

Figure 1 : Business Process Management Lifecycle

Agent based Process Management Systems (APMS) extends the automation of business process
management beyond that covered by WMS.  The management of a business process can be viewed as
consisting of three stages, creation, provisioning and enactment1, [13]. The creation stage is
predominantly a manual activity which involves the analysis, modelling and definition of the business
process. Standardised representations are available for capturing process knowledge such as PIF
(Process Interchange Format), [15]. The provisioning stage involves the assignment of resource,
including people, equipment, computing time, to support a business process. This requires the
negotiating, planning and scheduling to ensure that there is sufficient resource to handle expected
throughput of work for a given business process. Lastly, the enactment stage involves the management
activities required to ensure that each instance of a business process is effectively executed. This
includes routing of work, passing of information, activation of automated activities, and the handling of
work lists.

Existing workflow technology automates ,the enactment phase of the life-cycle, focusing on delivering a
workflow enactment service. APMS extend this into the automation of the provisioning stage of the
life-cycle model.  Subsequently the dimensioning of business processes is brought on-line and
integrated with process enactment,  resulting in improved re-deployment of resources and increased
flexibility during exception handling. Therefore, unlike WMS  which are focused solely on the
enactment of process tasks,  APMS have two objectives, firstly, the timely execution of business tasks
and secondly, the efficient use of resources.

APMS combine the latest distributed computing technology with agent-based techniques [10,11,12]
providing an intelligent extension and alternative to workflow management systems. APMS allow the
interests of different parts of an organisation to be represented by a software agent. The inherent
autonomy of software agents enables these parts to retain their autonomy of information and control,
and to enable different organisations to automate their interaction in the management of a common
business process. Agent autonomy provides a mechanism to handle the inherent heterogeneity and
modularity that exists in modern enterprises. APMS provide:

• Intelligent decision making: APMS can represent management strategy and policy from a range of
perspectives.

• Anticipation: APMS plan tasks and schedule available resources in anticipation for their use in a
business process.

                                                
1 This lifecycle model is based on that developed in project ADEPT (see [12,13,14])



• Explicit resource management: APMS represent the levels, limitations and value of resources and
manage them in support of business activities.

• Reactivity: APMS react to changing circumstances and have the capacity to generate alternative
execution paths in response to unique exceptions.

• Heterogeneity: APMS can be distributed over multiple platforms across LANs and WANs using the
latest distributed computing technology which is fully open across machines and operating systems.

APMS offer an alternative technology to existing workflow systems. Most importantly, they also offer
an alternative vision of how organisations can be structured and managed. APMS take a ‘service-
oriented’ view of business process management, where the resourcing and co-ordination of activities to
support an end-to-end business process involves negotiation and collaboration between customer and
provider agents.

2. APMS: A Service-Oriented Approach

A business process consists of a number of related activities which collectively realise some market
need or business objective,[6]. A business process typically comprises sub-processes and tasks. Where
a task is an activity which performs one logical step in a business  process, this could be a manual or
automated activity.  Dependencies exist between tasks, so they  have to be executed in a controlled and
ordered way.
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Figure 2 : A Sales Business Process

An example of a business process would be a sales process consisting of those tasks which result in the
sale of a product or service. In the example given in Figure 2, the key  features of a typical business
process are given. There is :

• Hierarchy -  as well as process tasks there are sub-processes which can again be reduced into
component tasks

• Concurrency - both and-parallel and or-parallel operators are illustrated

• Choice points - at the or-parallel operator the business process can fork off in one of  two directions.

• Iteration - if more than one service is being sought part of the process can be repeated.

• Order - throughout there is a notion of order in the execution of tasks and sub-processes.



Underlying this business process are the resources which are consumed during the execution of these
tasks. This includes the operational support systems, databases and applications which support tasks
and the people who operate these systems. These resources are grouped into business units that have
semi-autonomous control over the way in which the resources are deployed.

In the APMS architecture, autonomous software agents represent the interests of these business units
and communicate with each other over a communications network, negotiating over how they can
collaborate to support an overall business process. Each agent offers services to other agents and can
take the role of provider (server) or customer (client) for a service. This provider-customer view of a
business process has parallels with Winograd and Flores ActionWorkflow methodology [16,17]for
representing business processes although in an APMS this is also reflected in the underlying system
architecture, with agents performing the roles of provider and customer of services. There are also
parallels with some aspects of the organisation of large decentralised enterprises, where service-level

agreements may exist between groups and departments.

A service is a packaging of tasks and other (sub-)services that allows an agent to offer or to receive
from another agent, some functional operation. A service can be re-used as a component of another
service, whereas a task represents a primitive functional component of a business process.

In Figure 3 we depict an example of five agents managing a business process such as that presented in
Figure 2. Each agent provides service(s) in support of a typical customer sales business process.

Agent C representing the sales department would negotiate for services from other agents to support its
sales function. This could involve negotiating for manufacturing capacity with agent E, and delivery
services from agent B. These agents in turn might require other services, for example the agent E might
negotiate for services from stores through agent A. As agreements are reached between the agents (as
both client and server agents) contracts are established.

Each agent has to ensure that it has sufficient capacity to provide a service before it commits itself to
delivering that service. This requires the agent allocating sufficient resources to support those tasks
under its direct control, as well as ensuring it has access to sufficient component services offered by
other agents.

An agent may need to guarantee the existence and availability of a particular service with some
fundamental level of assurance and reliability. There can be three basic levels:-

• One-off: This allows a single execution of the service. The time of activation will be agreed during
negotiation.
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Figure 3: Agents and the Virtual Enterprise



• Regular (or scheduled): This allows multiple executions of the service, at agreed and pre-scheduled
times.

• On-demand: This allows execution of the service at any time to a specified volume, at any time
within an agreed time window.

When a customer requests a service from the sales team (Agent C in Figure 3), an instance of the
business process is enacted. The agents manage the execution of the business process instance, ensuring
that each task and service is performed in a timely and efficient way within the constraints of the agreed
contracts. Agents interact to co-ordinate enactment, facilitate the exchange of information and handle
exceptions; this might require rescheduling and/or re-negotiation.
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Returning to the business process life-cycle model described earlier (see Figure 4), an APMS increases
the automation of the management of a business process. The service creation phase involves the
definition of service descriptions, contract templates and the selection of negotiating strategies for the
agents in the APMS. The service provisioning phase is performed automatically by agents, involving
agent negotiation for services, the agreeing of contracts between agents and the assignment of
resources. This stage results in specific contracts covering the delivery of services agreed by agents,
enactment plans outlining the allocation of resources to tasks, and service instances detailing how
services are constituted. The enactment phase is the delivery of those agreed services. If exceptions
occur which cannot be resolved by the enactment module, then the service reverts to the provisioning
phase for re-resourcing or re-negotiation.

The service-oriented approach of APMS can reflect the inherent distributed nature of large
organisations and make the management of an organisation transparent to its logical or physical
structuring. Similarly, this approach allows an  organisation to adapt and evolve with minimal
disruption so that new services or tasks can be defined incrementally, without the need to re-design an
entire distributed system. This empowers local semi-autonomous groups to define how they will
perform and manage tasks and processes; see [2] for detailed discussions on the empowerment of
personnel in large organisations.

3. The APMS Reference Model

The APMS reference model comprises three main components: the agent, the business task, the APMS
business monitoring and engineering (BME) system, and the interfaces between them. Agents exchange
information during negotiation and service enactment via interface A. Agents manage business process
tasks, information and resources via interface B. The development and in-service administration and
maintenance of agents is performed by the BME system which accesses agents via interface C. During
enactment, information can be exchanged between business tasks via interface D. These interfaces are
depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 4: The APMS Lifecycle



An APMS agent typically [12]3,12,18] comprises three core modules the negotiation module, resource
management module, and  enactment module. Four interfaces exist, (see figure 5).

Interface A represents the agent interaction interface. This interface supports agent negotiation and information
exchange. A standard agent communication language could be used such as FIPA97, [19].

Interface B supports  task management. This is an agent-task communication interface that allows an agent to
monitor and control tasks that are under its direct management. This could be either a manual or automated
business process activity, sometimes known as a workflow enabled task. Typically this would consist of a
proprietary interface to a legacy system.

Interface C is the  agent  management interface, which supports  monitoring and on-line engineering of
distributed agents. This facility can provide a single view of a business process being managed by multiple
agents.

Interface D is the  task operational interface, which supports  the exchange of information between business
process tasks.

Negotiation Module

Negotiation is the process whereby two agents seek a mutual agreement and commitment on the
delivery of a service. Quality, time and cost are three typical parameters which would form the basis for
negotiation. As is the case with all negotiations, agreement cannot always be reached.

A contract is the result of an agreement between client and server agents during the negotiation process.
The contract contains a list of agreed values for parameters, establishing the terms and conditions for
the delivery of the service. For example, the agreed time(s) at which the service will be available and/or
activated, the maximum duration of the activation, the minimum  quality of the service etc. will be
defined.

In order for agents to able to communicate effectively about these different parameters a common
negotiation information model and language are required. The language consists of agreed primitives,
content language  and  protocol to allow agents to suggest modifications to, and consent to, the value of
parameters in a contract. The negotiation language protocol defines the valid ordering for sending and
receipt of primitives during negotiation between agents. FIPA97 [19] has specified a standard agent
communication language and set of protocols to support open agent interoperability.

In a realistic business process an agent will be required to negotiate for multiple contracts
simultaneously. Therefore the negotiation management module of an agent must be multi-threaded so
that it can support multiple negotiations for different services concurrently.
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Figure 5: APMS Reference Model



A number of services can be combined to form a single service. The agent providing the service is
designated the controlling agent which negotiates for component sub-services. This grouping of
services in support of a single service is termed a ‘virtual agency’. A virtual agency is a structure which
supports the service management function of an agent. It  is a collection of tasks and sub-services
involved in the provision of some service by a controlling agent. The controlling agent will have (or
require) contracts for the sub-services that it requires from other  participating agents. The advantage of
virtual agencies is that services can be provisioned automatically in real-time by pooling resources.

During negotiation, an agent correlates and balances multiple criteria both within the negotiation for a
single service, and across all the negotiations the agent is involved in. The criteria can be modelled as
(partial) ordinal value spaces that represent parameters such as quality, time, cost, etc.

Resource Management  Module

An important aspect of an APMS is its ability to perform direct management of resources : the systems,
databases, equipment and people that make up an organisation. Resource management is one of the key
advantages of the APMS approach.

When a set of resources is under some form of semi-autonomous common ownership, there is usually a
requirement to exercise some control over the commitment of those resources, in order to maximise
speed, efficiency, etc. and to minimise cost, waste, etc. Delegating a single agent some form of
executive responsibility for the set of resources is a way of achieving this. Resource management
functionality (in particular scheduling) is either implemented in, or available to, the agent.

One way in which resources may be managed in an APMS is within an ‘agency’. An agency represents
a grouping of resources under the ownership of a single agent. An agency is the unit for which an agent
performs resource management. The agency itself may be physically distributed, but it is logically
centralised and managed by a controlling agent. The collection of tasks and (sub-)agents in an agency
does not necessarily reflect a functional grouping (though in most organisations this effect may be
expected).

During provisioning, an agent can commit to a contract without performing detailed resource allocation.
The negotiation management module of an agent can commit that agent (as server) to provide a service.
In this way, an agent de-couples negotiation from detailed resource management in order to support
real-time performance during the negotiation process. However, full resource scheduling may be
performed before the service is required to be enacted.

Enactment Module

Enactment involves the activation of tasks and agreed (sub)services in a way that meets the obligations
established in a contract. A server agent activates its tasks and (sub)services when it is triggered by a
client agent. This activation can involve the execution of software, or the sending of  a work schedule
by fax to an operative, for example. An agent can execute multiple services and tasks simultaneously,
and the enactment module must be multi-threaded to allow the agent to activate concurrent operations.

When tasks and services fail, agents can perform corrective actions and try to resolve the failure. The
enactment module receives exceptions from the tasks within its agency and from other agents (as
servers). Exceptions can be resolved by either:-

• Re-starting the task/service from the enactment module.

• Re-scheduling the task/service in the resource management module.

• Re-resourcing the task/service in the resource management module.

• Re-negotiating the terms of the contract (as the defaulting server agent) in the negotiation module.

• Re-locating the service with another agent (as the aggrieved client agent) in the negotiation module.

• Ignoring the exception and accepting a penalty (if appropriate).



Business Monitoring and Engineering (BME)

The APMS BME system supports developers of organisations to engineer and monitor agent-based
business process management systems.

The APMS system languages and interfaces are provided to allow developers to implement and
maintain the distributed business processes that have been conceived for the organisation. The design of
an agent-oriented business process management system involves the principled transformation of some
description of that business process into a number of communicating and co-operating software agents
and the services they provide. The structure of an integrated system should reflect the structure of the
existing organisation(s) rather that impose structure on them.

Each agent manages business functions that are under its direct control. The realisation of an end-to-end
business process could  involve contributions from many different agents. The monitoring and
administration of a business process based on the APMS approach demands the ability to collate
information from all the agents involved, filter this information, and present it in a way that allows a
business process owner/manager to understand the contribution from all agents in the enterprise, and to
see where problems might occur. The BME has to strike a balance between agent autonomy and the
overall business requirement.

4. Realising Agent-Based Process Management Systems

The following two sections describe aspects of the development of an APMS. Section 4.1 describes the
ADEPT approach providing an example of an implementation of an APMS, its functionality and how it
has been developed. Section 4.2 describes the  BeaT study of how APMS can be integrated into actual
systems which support an end-to-end business process.

4.1. ADEPT: An APMS Prototype

Project ADEPT has developed a prototype APMS which demonstrates multiple autonomous agents
managing nearly one hundred business tasks which make up a typical business process. The ADEPT
infrastructure  consists of  a community of agents that can negotiate concurrently with one another in
order to reach agreement on how resources are to be assigned to support a business process. The
ADEPT agents are used for resourcing business processes, co-ordinating process tasks and exception
handling when business processes break down. Further details of the design of the ADEPT
demonstrator system are available in [3,14] ; implementation issues are discussed in [18].

The ADEPT agent consists of three core modules : the Interface  Management Module (IMM),
Situation Assessment Module (SAM) and Service Execution Module (SEM); these map respectively
into the reference model outlined in section 3. The IMM manages the negotiation for services with
other agents during the service provisioning stage. The SAM ensures that commitments made by the
IMM can be discharged using available resources; the SAM maintains a schedule of how and when
available resources are to be used. The SEM manages the execution of tasks and services as the
business process is enacted.

Resource management is achieved by encapsulating resources into tasks and managing the assignment
of tasks to support a business process. Therefore, in the ADEPT system resources are managed
implicitly via the assignment to task interfaces. Task resolution, the composition of process tasks from
resources is not supported in the ADEPT system.

The management of information passing between process tasks is performed by the ADEPT agent. The
ADEPT agent mediates in the exchange of all information between tasks and where appropriate will
perform ontology mappings where different information models exist. Therefore interface D in figure 5
is not supported by the ADEPT architecture. This approach could incur problems where significant
amounts of information are passed between process tasks, particularly if that information is in the form
of a video or audio stream.

4.2. BeaT: Engineering APMS Systems in BT

Project BeaT has studied the linking of APMS to business tasks within a large organisation like BT and
has considered the engineering aspects of an APMS.



In a real application, the tasks that APMS  manage will be based on systems that have some direct
access to, or effect upon, the real resources in an organisation. These resources may be information
systems, databases, applications, even people. There are three main approaches to interfacing APMS
with business tasks [18] as depicted in figure 6:

• Direct access to databases: If direct access to databases is available, a wide variety of products are
available that can provide object-oriented access to this data. If the data is in an object-oriented
database (OODB) then object adapters may be available in a CORBA Object Request Broker
(ORB) that permit the database objects to integrate seamlessly with the implementation objects,
[20,21].

• Application program interface (API): More usually perhaps, the databases would be protected by an
application layer that is designed to help keep them in a consistent state. If an application program
interface (API) is provided, it should be possible for  a task object ‘wrapper’ to communicate with
the application layer and gain direct access to the application functions.

• Screen-scraping: There are a number of possible reasons why no API may be available. The task
may be one that is performed manually; in this case the task object needs a way of messaging the
person or people involved. The task may be based upon a system that was never designed to operate
in an open, distributed computing environment (so-called legacy systems). In this case, one option
may be to access and manipulate directly from the screen buffer that was intended originally for a
human user - this is sometimes referred to as ‘screen-scraping’. Performance issues and the
maintenance of the connection are major considerations with this approach. The back-end system
may not have been designed to cope with the loading imposed by multiple automated task clients,
and this may even cause the system to fail in its original objective.

A major issue for organisations is that significant parts of a business process are ‘locked-up’ within
large-scale Operations Support Systems (OSS). This can impede improvements to business processes,
making the company slow to react to change. The application of workflow management systems to
middleware has led the way in separating business logic from the underlying information systems. This
approach provides a suitable foundation for the introduction of APMS into an enterprise.

Distributed Computing Platforms for APMS

APMS rely upon a robust computing platform for accessing distributed  functionality throughout an
organisation. Such technology that allows agent software to access distributed resources in an
organisation is developing rapidly.
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Figure 6: Different Ways to Access Information Systems



• CORBA: A number of workflow management systems as well as project ADEPT have used
products based upon the CORBA standard. This standard allows the distribution of software across
heterogeneous computing platforms. In APMS this technology can be used to support agent
interaction, as well as access to distributed tasks and resources in an organisation, [14,20].

• NextSTEP: Adopts the CORBA approach, but incorporates it into a complete development
environment for system designers, and an associated user-interface presentation environment.

• Internet: The internet has already been identified as a low-cost option for distributing workflow
management systems, [4,23].This is expected to make access to distributed resources even easier,
though there may be some concerns over performance.

5. Future Work

Three areas of research can be identified as key topics for further work.

• Agent Standards : The highly interactive nature of multi-agent systems such as APMS points to the
need for the standardisation of agent interfaces in order to support interoperability between agents.
FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent and Physical Agents), a recently established agent standards
consortium is specifying open agent standards. The FIPA97 specification [19] issued in October
1997 covers :

• Agent Management : facilities for agent naming, location, communication

• Agent Communication : a specification of an agent communication language

• Agent-Software Integration (i.e. facilities for supporting the interoperation between agents
and back-end software systems

Similarly, the workflow management coalition (WfMC) are standardising the key WMS interfaces,
[16].

The completion and adoption of such standards would be a prerequisite to supporting open
interoperability between APMS and would represent an important landmark in the
commercialisation of APMS technology.

• APMS Migration Path : Significant costs are incurred in maintaining and updating computing
infrastructures in organisations. Existing WMS represent a significant investment and have already
addressed issues related to accessing backend systems. Introducing APMS as a replacement is
sometimes not a viable option. An alternative is enhancing existing WMS with the value-added
aspects of APMS. This allows existing WMS to provide an enactment service and the APMS layer
to enhance this with the negotiation and resource management capabilities. Agent Enhanced
Workflow is a current area of research at BT laboratories.

• Security : A key factor in making APMS acceptable to the commercial world is ensuring that APMS
provide a secure means of managing business processes. APMS require the placing of trust in
software agents when performing routine negotiation. Guaranteeing the reliability and security of
this technology is key to making it acceptable to industry. Security issues related to agent
technology include : authentication (verification of agent  identities), confidentiality (restricted
access to organisation business functions and data), integrity checking ( ensuring information, data
and agent  integrity), non-repudiation (security of contract), and secure agent mobility. FIPA have
placed security management in its 1998 programme of work.

6. Conclusion

Agent-based process management systems have a number of key advantages over existing workflow
systems. They automate the provisioning of business processes as well as support business process
enactment. The APMS architecture reflects the inherent distribution of responsibility in large
organisations, and makes the management of an organisation transparent to the logical or physical
structuring of its components. Allowing software agents to represent the interests of autonomous
departments or business units allows organisations to adapt and evolve with minimal disruption. New
services or tasks can be defined incrementally, without the need to re-design an entire distributed



system. APMS also support the de-centralisation of control in an organisation, empowering local (in a
logical or physical sense) autonomous groups to define how they will perform tasks and processes

Research and development of APMS is continuing within the Intelligent Business Systems Research
Group at BT Labs. Project IBS (Intelligent Business Systems) is integrating leading-edge agent and
scheduling technology in the development of an APMS. Work is continuing also on the application of
this technology to the enhancement of existing workflow management systems within BT.
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